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This paper proposes an Augmented Reality (AR) system to assist operation and maintenance tasks in an
indoor environment, such as a nuclear fusion reactor and its building. AR is a technology that enhances real
information by adding 3D virtual objects, images, sounds, or movies via a web camera. The AR system often uses
“markers” such as QR code to detect the place where the virtual content should appear. However, these markers
are unnatural and they can disturb the scenery. We propose an AR system that can detect natural markers, which
provides AR content via a network. This system stores the information related to markers and virtual objects on a
server. A device connected to this system automatically downloads this content so that the user can watch the AR
content via a web camera. We add a real-time numerical simulation function that allows us to simulate physical
phenomena by touching AR contents. It also enables us to observe simulation results by downloading a movie of
numerical simulation results from the simulation server. Overall, this system allows us to watch the same content
with multiple devices and to simulate physical phenomena using various parameters.
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1. Introduction
Augmented Reality (AR) enhances reality by adding

virtual information and it is used in various fields. Some of
the most effective applications of AR technology are main-
tenance and operation tasks for machines and devices. The
basic concept is that AR can assist technicians by provid-
ing information about the machine and how to use it, as
well as detailed documents or structural information about
machines and devices.

Many applications and development libraries have
been proposed for using AR technology. In particular, the
ARToolkit [1] is an excellent development library. A pro-
grammer with no knowledge of AR and image process-
ing can easily produce AR applications and environments.
However, if the user wants to produce this environment on
multiple computers, it is necessary to install this library on
all computers before implementing AR applications that
use this library. It is difficult to maintain the same envi-
ronment on different computers. Therefore, we propose
a system that can easily generate and share AR environ-
ments. Moreover, we add a real-time numerical simulation
function that enables users to do numerical simulations by
touching AR contents and to watch a movie consisting of
simulation results that have been automatically converted
from output numerical data to movie form in a simulation
server. This means that we can simulate physical phenom-
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ena associated with AR contents. For example, if an AR
marker is tagged to a waveguide image, we can simulate
about this waveguide by touching the AR marker and in-
putting parameters associated with it for numerical simu-
lation.

2. Related Work
Many studies on AR systems have been proposed

(e.g., [2, 3]). However, all of these systems use artificial
markers (Fig. 1 (a)) to detect the position and pose of the
AR content, which can ruin the scenery or a manual doc-
ument that contains the AR content. AR systems with-
out artificial markers have also been proposed (e.g., [4–6]).
Systems without markers preserve the scenery but the ac-
curacy is lower than an AR system with artificial markers.

Fig. 1 Markers (a) artificial marker (b) natural marker.
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We propose the use of natural markers (Fig. 1 (b)) using
“junaio” that does not ruin the scenery or documents. The
junaio has a highly accurate natural marker detection en-
gine. In practical use, it easily and accurately detects im-
ages, except for thin line images and images that are blurry,
too dark, or too bright.

Prototype applications have been proposed that sup-
port the maintenance and operation using AR technology
(e.g., [7]). However, it is not easy to produce the same
environment on tablet devices and smartphones.

2.1 The junaio framework
To overcome the aforementioned problems, we use the

junaio [8] framework. The first advantage of this frame-
work is that its front-end is open to the public and anyone
can access it via the Internet. The second advantage is that
the junaio software, which is an application for end-users,
is distributed by commercial networks such as Google Play
and Apple Store. This means that it is easy to install the
application and set up the same environment for end-users.
Thus, we use this framework as a front-end. The junaio
also provides an image processing engine that detects nat-
ural markers as well as other AR libraries.

3. Data Flow
Figure 2 shows the data flow of the proposed system.
First, an end-user scans an artificial code (QR code)

image using a web camera on a tablet device or smart-
phone. This artificial code contains information about the
junaio web server and a “channel.” The channel is a per-
sonal space on the junaio web server where information
is located about the URL of the personal web server con-
taining the AR content. This means that the end-user does
not need to input the URL directly and the developer can
easily modify the URL and web site structure. Ideally, the
connection to the junaio web server should be made sim-
ply by scanning the natural marker; however, no standards
exist for natural markers and so it is difficult to connect to

Fig. 2 Data flow.

the junaio web server by only scanning the natural marker
since there is no data relevant to the AR contents in the de-
vice prior to it connecting to the junaio server. In contrast,
QR code is standardized by the International Organization
for Standardization; thus, the user can connect to a URL
simply by scanning this code. Therefore, the user needs to
scan a QR code to connect to the junaio web server. How-
ever, once the device has connected to the server, it is not
necessary to scan the QR code again. This is because infor-
mation about which image is the natural marker and which
image is tagged to the AR content are subsequently down-
loaded to the device automatically. As a result, there is no
need for the user to scan the QR code after the initial scan.

Next, the end-user’s device is connected automatically
to the personal web site and it starts to download the AR
contents, AR markers, and some control programs written
in JavaScript. These AR contents were previously linked to
natural markers that were produced and located on the per-
sonal server. After downloading is complete, the user scans
these natural markers via a web camera and the junaio-api
detects the natural markers that are already downloaded on
the user’s device, before calculating the position and pose
of the marker, which shows the object linked to the marker.
Finally, the user can watch the virtual object, movie, or im-
age, and information related to the natural markers.

Figure 3 shows an example of the AR movie content
while Fig. 4 shows the 3D virtual model. The user can ob-
serve the 3D virtual model from any point by moving or
inclining the marker image.

Fig. 3 AR movie content about an assembling task in LHD.

Fig. 4 3D virtual LHD model.
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4. Real-Time Simulation Function
and Example
Figure 5 shows the data flow of the real-time simula-

tion function.
If the user scans a specific natural marker and taps its

image (for example, the corrugated waveguide shown in
Fig. 6), a message board pops up (Fig. 7). If the user pushes
the button on the message board, the device connects auto-
matically to the personal web page.

After connecting, the user is required to input the ini-
tial conditions and parameters for the numerical simulation
via this web page (Fig. 8). In this example, we simulate
a corrugated waveguide with a structural error using the
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [9]. Figure
9 shows the simulation model while the shape error model

Fig. 5 Data flow of the real-time simulation system.

Fig. 6 A specific image that links to a URL.

Fig. 7 Message board.

is described in eq. (1).

derror = d + a sin

(
2π

perror
z

)
, (1)

where d is the depth of a groove, a is the amplitude of the
error, and perror is the pitch of the error.

Using the FDTD method, the 3D Maxwell equation is
solved numerically according to the perfect matched layer
(PML) [10] boundary condition for the same situation as
the experimental configuration. However, this equation is
difficult to solve directly in the 3D environment because
the data size becomes very large and the simulation period
is quite long. It is necessary to perform the calculation
rapidly in this system, so we use a 2D cylindrical sym-
metry model. If it is necessary to reduce the calculation
time further, the user can change the simulation parame-
ters, such as the total simulation time, output interval, and
lattice size. However, the accuracy of the simulation re-
sults may also be reduced if the simulation time is reduced.

After completing the numerical simulation, the output
data is converted to gif images by the certain time interval
determined by inputting the simulation parameters. The
user can watch the resulting movie simply be pushing the
“show result” button. It is presented as a motion gif movie
made from the output images on the personal web page.
The resulting movie does not provide as the AR content
because all of the AR content is downloaded when the user
scans the QR code image and it is difficult to renew the AR
content. Furthermore, no special movie decoder is required
to watch the motion gif movie. Figure 10 shows the results

Fig. 8 Initial conditions and simulation parameters.

Fig. 9 Simulation model of a corrugated waveguide. w is the
width of a groove, d is the depth of a groove, and p is
pitch.
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Fig. 10 Simulation result, d = 0.75 mm, a = 0.3 mm, and p =
50 mm.

of the FDTD simulation of the corrugated waveguide.
There is no need to produce specific simulation code

to apply this system. This is because that the real-time sim-
ulation function simply overwrites the input file containing
the FDTD simulation parameters and the initial condition.
Therefore, this simulation code can be used in both offline
and online without changing the code.

5. Conclusion
We propose a prototype AR system that supports op-

eration and maintenance tasks using the junaio framework.
The proposed AR system can be used simply by installing
the application via a digital application distribution plat-
form. Therefore, the user can use this application without

installing specific graphic libraries for image processing.
This also reduces the cost when producing the environment
on various devices. This system allows the user to view in-
formation about the device they are using or the document
they are viewing. We also developed a real-time simula-
tion environment that facilitates the simulation of complex
physical phenomena using tablet devices, which provides
the simulation results as a movie.
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